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Mission and Vision

MISSION
The mission of the Prevention and Health Promotion Administration is to protect, 
promote and improve the health and well-being of all Marylanders and their families 
through provision of public health leadership and through community-based public 
health efforts in partnership with local health departments, providers, 
community-based organizations, and public and private sector agencies, giving 
special attention to at-risk and vulnerable populations. 

VISION
The Prevention and Health Promotion Administration envisions a future in which all 
Marylanders and their families enjoy optimal health and well-being. 
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Prevention and Health Promotion Administration



IDPHSB COMMITMENT STATEMENT  
Our Commitment as a Bureau is to partner with 

communities to achieve health equity for all Marylanders. 
Our priority is to advance social and racial justice and we 
are committed to undoing racism within our public health 

systems. It is our responsibility to serve Marylanders without 
any bias or discrimination and ensure open access to 

services and resources. 
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MADAP’s Goal
The goal of MADAP is:

❖ To improve client access to HIV medications

❖ To increase viral suppression by increasing client adherence to 

medication regimens and helping clients monitor their progress 

in taking their medications

❖ To educate stakeholders with respect to the dynamic health 

insurance environment that we live in

❖ To support Ending the HIV Epidemic: A Plan for America in 

securing at least a 90% reduction of new HIV infections by 2030
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MADAP Pharmacy & Rebate Team
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Misty Carney, MADAP Center Chief

Vacant, Financial Unit Deputy Chief

MADAP Financial and Pharmacy Team
David Oquist, Financial Analyst

Jordan Strieter, Pharmaceutical Advisor
Nuria McKennie, Pharmacy Specialist
Johannah Koch, Pharmacy Specialist

Gwendolyn Anderson, Rebate Specialist



Prime Time for 2023 – Session 6 Agenda

❑MADAP and MADAP Plus Recap

❑Coordination of Benefits and Pharmacy Services

❑Premium Tax Credits

▪ IRS Requirements for Qualified Health Plans

▪MADAP Requirements for Qualified Health Plans

❑Open Enrollment Resources
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Prime Time for 2023

MADAP and MADAP Plus Recap



How does MADAP flow?
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Eligibility

• Application submitted 
• Determination made

Insurance 
& 

Payments

• Insurance verification
• Insurance premiums paid

Quality 
Assurance 

• Client file audits for accuracy 
• Client file audits for compliance

Pharmacy 
and 

Rebates

• Pharmacy claims
• Rebate dollars earned



MADAP Eligibility
❑ To be eligible for MADAP services, an individual must:
✔ Be a Maryland resident
✔ Be HIV positive and prescribed HIV medication(s) on the MADAP 

formulary (MADAP does not cover pre or post-exposure treatment) 
✔ Have a household gross income below 500% of the Federal Poverty 

Level (FPL)
❑ An individual is prohibited from receiving full MADAP services if eligible 

for any Maryland Medicaid Programs or coverage groups that provide 
Medical Assistance (MA) with pharmacy benefits. MADAP provides 
temporary assistance (TAP) for clients with pending MA applications.
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MADAP Plus Eligibility

Medicare plans (Part D prescription, 
Medicare Advantage, Medigap)

QHPs (on and off exchange)

Employer Based Plans

Private Insurers

To qualify for MADAP Plus and receive
insurance premium assistance, an 

applicant must:

■ be MADAP eligible, 

■ be enrolled in an individual health or 
prescription plan, or covered under a 
spouse’s or parent’s health insurance plan 
that is eligible for MADAP Plus coverage
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Insurance Verification and COB

After an applicant is deemed 
eligible for MADAP, the client’s 
health insurance information is 
verified to assist with coordination 
of benefits for pharmacy services 
and to determine MADAP Plus 
eligibility for premium assistance.

Medicare plans (Part D 
prescription, Medicare Advantage, 
Medigap)

QHPs (on and off exchange)

Employer Based Plans

Private Insurers
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MADAP Services
What MADAP covers for eligible clients:

■ 100% of the cost of drugs on the formulary for clients with no 

insurance

■ Deductibles, copays and coinsurance of drugs on the formulary 

for clients with insurance, except for Medical Assistance (MA)

■ Health care insurance and prescription plan premiums for 

eligible clients
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•MADAP will be able to pay for the 

following Insurer’s QHP plans:

•CareFirst - On Exchange

•CareFirst - Off Exchange

•Kaiser Permanente - On 

Exchange

•Kaiser Permanente - Off 

Exchange

MADAP Can Pay for the Following Plans 

•MADAP will be able to pay for the 

following Insurer's Dental plans

•CareFirst

Dental Plans
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•MADAP will be able to 
pay for the following 
Insurer's Part D plans 
(PDP):

•Cigna Rx

•Humana Insurance Co.

•Mutual of Omaha Rx

•SilverScript

•United HealthCare 

Insurance Company 

(AARP Medicare)

•WellCare

Part D Plans

•MADAP will be able to 

pay for the following 

Insurer's Medicare 

Advantage plans:

•Alterwood Advantage

•CareFirst Advantage

•Cigna Healthspring

•Humana Advantage

•Johns Hopkins 

Advantage MD

•Kaiser Permanente 

Medicare Plan 

•MADAP will be able to 

pay for the following 

Insurer's Medigap 

plans:

•CareFirst

•Cigna Health and Life 

Insurance Co.

•Humana Insurance Co.

•United HealthCare 

Insurance Co.

Medicare Advantage 
Plans Medigap Plans Qualified Health Plans



Prime Time for 2023

Coordination of Benefits and
Pharmacy Services



Benefits of Health Care Coverage

The Ryan White Program is not health coverage
The RWHAP and AIDS Drug Assistance Program (ADAP) provide direct services, 
prescription benefits and premium assistance to fill the gaps in HIV care as payer 
of last resort. These services do not replace insurance for health care coverage.

Eligible RWHAP and MADAP clients benefit greatly from enrolling in health care 
coverage that provides:

❑ affordable access to both HIV and non-HIV health care services and 

medications, and

❑ financial protection against unexpected medical costs not covered by the 

Ryan White Program (in-patient care, rehab, home health).
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Coordination of Benefits
Definition

What is ‘Coordination of Benefits’?

A process in which health plans or programs coordinate to establish which plan is 
primary and which plan is secondary when paying for covered services

What is the difference between primary and secondary coverage? 

Primary: the health plan or program that contributes to initial cost of covered 
services*

Secondary: the health plan or program that covers copay or coinsurance cost; can 
pay up to 100% of the total cost when service is not covered under primary plan

*after any applicable deductible
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Coordination of Benefits
Contributing Factors

What role does MADAP play?

Pays pharmacy costs for covered prescriptions as either primary or 
secondary, depending upon client’s insurance status. MADAP also pays 
applicable deductibles for prescriptions

Contributing Factors:  
Insurance Coverage                  Formulary

 Rx Processing                       Point of Sale 

*after any applicable deductible
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PAYER OF LAST RESORT
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Ryan White Program Requirements

Ryan White Program funds “cannot be used to make payments for 
any item or service if payment has been made, or can reasonably be 
expected to be made, with respect to that item or service under any 
state compensation program, under an insurance policy, or under 
any federal or state health benefits program; or by an entity that 
provides prepaid health care.”



PAYER OF LAST RESORT
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Ryan White Program Requirements
If other payer sources exist that could assume responsibility as payer 
of last resort for a person applying for the ADAP, or enrolled in, the 
ADAP program.

Not only should the ADAP consider Medicare, Medicaid and private 
insurance, but also determine if the client has access to employer, 
union or retiree group health plans; COBRA continuation coverage; 
or access to a State Pharmaceutical Assistance Program (SPAP).



Plan Formularies

•A formulary is a list of generic or brand prescription drugs covered 
by a prescription drug plan or health insurance carrier offering 
prescription drug benefits. Also called a drug list.

•Formulary-related Terms of Private / Commercial Plans
•Coverage Tiers & Covered Medications
•Deductible / Co-pay / Co-insurance
•Out of pocket limits / maximum
•Restrictions / Prior Authorization
•Updates / Changes to medication list 
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MADAP Formulary

■Effective January 1, 2022 the MADAP formulary has 
been essentially open with certain excluded drugs

■The MADAP formulary covers:
■all FDA approved HIV antiretroviral and Hepatitis C 

medications, and
■drugs to prevent and treat clients with conditions 

associated with HIV infection

■Certain restricted drugs require prior authorization
■A user-friendly formulary listing – in the works
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Pharmacy Point-of-Sale Program

■ State of Maryland Medicaid Pharmacy Program
■ Pharmacy network/Rebate model program
■ Over 1,700 pharmacies within network
■ Maryland, DC, Virginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Delaware

■ Any pharmacy that can electronically bill Maryland Medicaid, 
including mail-order pharmacies, can bill MADAP

■ Conduent PBM
■ Pharmacy Help Line: 1-800-932-3918

How pharmacies process claims for clients:
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Rx Processing
•Processing Claims at the pharmacy

•Client presents copies of both primary and MADAP cards 

•MADAP Filling Restrictions:

•MADAP allows for 30 day claims to be filled on all mediations 

•Utilization of 80% of medication before next refill 

•DME supplies (pen needles, syringes) are approved if 
medication related product (i.e. insulin dispensed within the 
last 34 days)
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Rx Processing

•Data Network Interfacing 
•Occurs in real time between pharmacy / providers / 
insurance 

•Immediate medication claim status 
•Adjudication status to pharmacy and MADAP
•Decreased rate of error 

•Potential for mismatched information between systems
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Rx Processing
•Pharmacy Benefits Manager

MADAP Rx Information: 
BIN: 610084
PCN: DRAPPROD  / PCN: DRAPPROD01 (Medicare Part D)
Group: MADAP
ID: 9 4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (11 digits total)

•Claims-related issues at the Pharmacy: 

•MADAP claim specialist available Monday thru Friday from 8:30 to 4:30

•Pharmacy Benefits Vendor, Conduent 
available after hours at 800 932-3918
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Prescription Rebilling

•Prescription rebilling for temporary overrides may be the result of one of 
the following:

•Pharmacy incorrectly billed medication (i.e. client with dual 
coverage)

•Pharmacy incorrectly filled medication (i.e. quantity and day 
supply)

•Primary not active at time when claim processed (i.e. retro-billing)

•Delay or issue filling medication (i.e. prior authorization) 

•Rebill window for claims is typically 90 days
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Special Considerations 
•Early Medication Refills - must coordinate with primary as well

•Authorization form available online

•Submit itinerary if early fill due to traveling

•Mail order pharmacies restricted from mailing out of state

•Approved by MADAP pharmacy claims specialists

•Lost / Stolen Medication - must coordinate with primary as well

•One-time annual override 

• If applicable, provide police report or tracking info
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Problems at the Pharmacy

■ Pharmacy unable to process claims
■ MADAP eligibility, premium payment status, active Medicaid coverage
■ Check status of client’s insurance plan, prior authorization requirements

■ Client can not get medications or paid for medications out of pocket
■ Check client’s primary plan benefits, dates, deductibles, formulary
■ Contact information on insurance card, website

■ Client lost insurance coverage
■ Check client’s insurance enrollment status, Medicare eligibility status, 

change in employment/group insurance
■ Open enrollment and/or Special enrollment period dates & options

Handling problems with pharmacies and insurance plans:
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Recommendations for Prescribers
•Prescribing Considerations 

•Provider made aware of both primary and secondary insurance 

•Medication restrictions within each formulary 

•Prior Authorization

•Medication not covered

•Medication requires use of specialty pharmacy 

•Pharmacy Network - must be contracted with Maryland Medicaid

• Includes almost all Maryland clinical & retail pharmacies 

•Select mail order pharmacies
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Recommendations for Clients
•If clients have problems at the pharmacy, consider the following: 

•Current prescriptions on file for all requested medication 

•Pharmacy gets in touch with MADAP to review billing of claim 

•Cost of covered medications

•Drug not covered, or brand vs generic considerations

•Primary insurance issues

•Other claims processing issues and denial codes

•Check with MADAP if pharmacy reports client is not covered

•No override available for eligibility issues
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Prime Time for 2023
Premium Tax Credits:
IRS Requirements for QHPs



Definition
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What is the Premium Tax Credit (PTC)?

■ Federal subsidy to assist with paying insurance premiums for a 
qualified health plan (QHP) obtained through a Health Exchange

■ Maryland – all functions handled by Maryland Health Exchange

■ Amount is based on income, household, residency, or eligibility for 
other health care coverage upon enrollment

■ Married Filing Separately generally not eligible



Definition
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PTC cont’d

■ For individuals lawfully present with income between 100% and 
400% (changed Apr 1, 2021) of Federal Poverty Level

■ Advance monthly payments of the Premium Tax Credit (APTC) are 
made directly to insurance carrier by the U.S. Treasury

■ APTC is an estimate calculated by the exchange at time of enrollment

■ Amount shown as credit on the premium invoice



IRS Process
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PTC Reconciliation

■ When Advance payments of the Premium Tax Credit were made for 
even one month during the year, the IRS requires reconciliation on 
Federal income tax filing (see Form 1095-A)

■ This requirement takes precedence over income filing threshold

■ The result of the reconciliation is calculated within the tax filing—the 
insurance carrier is no longer involved in process



IRS Process
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PTC Reconciliation

■ 1095-A: Health Insurance Marketplace Statement

■ Month-by-month detail of insurance premium and subsidy info (APTC)

■ This form represents information reported directly to the IRS

■ Mailed by Maryland Health Exchange by Jan 31st (also available on website 
within customer account)



IRS Process
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PTC Reconciliation

■ 1095-A: Health Insurance Marketplace Statement

■ Any APTC applied during year will appear in Part III, Col C

■ Coverage information on the 1095-A will be compared to any MADAP Plus 
payments made for client during the applicable tax year

■ For corrections, missing, or misplaced forms, contact Maryland Health 
Exchange (1-855-642-8572)



IRS Process
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IRS Process
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PTC Reconciliation

■ 8962: Premium Tax Credit (worksheet)

■ Obtained by tax preparer or tax software, also at IRS.gov

■ Uses data obtained from the 1095-A

■ Exemption for filing status Married Filing Separately, check box

■ Result transferred to 1040 (schedules change yearly)



IRS Process
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IRS Process
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IRS Process
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PTC Reconciliation

■ Schedule 2 of Form 1040 (2020 example)

■ Line 2, Excess Advance Premium Tax Credit repayment

■ Amount of subsidy overpaid by U.S. Treasury during year

■ This amount normally eligible for repayment by MADAP back to the IRS – for 
tax year 2020 only, IRS waived need for repayment as part of the American 
Rescue Plan Act!



IRS Process
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PTC Reconciliation

■ Schedule 3 of Form 1040 (2020 example)

■ Line 8, Net Premium Tax Credit

■ Amount of additional subsidy credited to taxpayer – “refundable” credit

■ This amount may represent an overpayment by MADAP to the insurance 
carrier—if so, client must reimburse MADAP



IRS Process
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IRS Process
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PTC Reconciliation

■ Form 1040

■ Main tax form – individual mandate removed beginning 2019

■ Overall tax result not relevant for MADAP purposes with regard to PTC 
reconciliation

■ Form 1040X – may be needed if taxes have been amended



IRS Process
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IRS Process
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Prime Time for 2023
Premium Tax Credits:
MADAP Requirements for QHPs



PTC & MADAP
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MADAP Services – Premium Tax Credits

Federal Guidance for MADAP

■ The mandate for MADAP to be payer of last resort also applies to 
health insurance premiums covered under MADAP Plus

■ APTC directly reduces cost of monthly health insurance premiums

■ MADAP Plus pays remainder of monthly QHP premium to the insurance 
carrier after APTC is applied



PTC & MADAP
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MADAP Services – Premium Tax Credits

Federal Guidance for MADAP

■ Charged to vigorously pursue reconciliation of PTC, and to collect 
applicable Net Premium Tax Credit identified

■ Allowed to make payment to IRS for Excess APTC—but not interest, 
late fees or penalties

■ MADAP cannot make payments directly to clients



PTC & MADAP
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MADAP Services – Premium Tax Credits

MADAP Requirements

■ MADAP implemented PTC reconciliation process as of 2015 tax year 

■ MADAP requires clients to select the option for Advance payments if 
eligible at time of enrollment—This part is very important!

■ Reduces the amount MADAP pays upfront for premiums

■ Guarantees a 90-day grace period for the QHP



PTC & MADAP
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MADAP Services – Premium Tax Credits

MADAP Requirements, cont’d

■ Report changes to Exchange in income, household, etc promptly

■ Monthly APTC may fluctuate—but still an estimate

■ Adjustments for PTC reconciliation will be pro-rated if client’s 
MADAP Plus coverage period and QHP premium payments don’t 
match the Coverage Information reported on the 1095-A

■ MADAP cannot assist with tax preparation or filing



PTC & MADAP
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MADAP Services – Premium Tax Credits

MADAP PTC Correspondence

■ Initial mailing of PTC packet normally by mid-February

■ Letter plus two forms for completion by clients—not tax forms

■ Payment confirmations for payments to IRS—similar to insurance 
premium payments, but payee is “United States Treasury”

■ Notification of Net PTC due to MADAP—payment plans are available 
and tailored to clients’ needs



PTC & MADAP
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MADAP Services – Premium Tax Credits

MADAP PTC Correspondence, Cont’d

■ Payment receipt letters—as payments for Net PTC are received, 
shows updated balance or paid in full

■ PTC packet follow-up—sent to clients who haven’t yet sent tax forms

■ Missing information letters—as needed

■ 2020 workload drastically affected by COVID19, also delay in 
2021/22 letters due to Network Security Incident



PTC & MADAP
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MADAP Services – Premium Tax Credits

Key Points!

✔ Select Advance option for PTC during (re)enrollment if eligible!

✔ Report changes promptly/accurately to MADAP & Exchange

✔ IRS requires taxes to be filed if Advance PTC applied

✔ Client must present Form 1095-A(s) to tax preparer

✔ Additional credit reported as Net PTC must be returned to 
MADAP



Prime Time for 2023

Open Enrollment Resources



Partnership in Client Services Modular Series

MADAP: Partnership in Client Services
A comprehensive training series from Alive! Maryland that lays the groundwork 
for understanding and applying to MADAP and covers various essential 
sub-topics. This training series is entirely self-paced and online  —  participate on 
your own schedule and revisit the material as needed.

This training is designed for HIV case managers, community health workers, and 

other HIV care providers. At the conclusion of this training, you will be able to:

❑ Define and describe the components of MADAP

❑ Assist clients with applying for and receiving MADAP resources

❑ Engage with the community about the benefits of MADAP
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Interactive Client Services Resources

MADAP Resources Page
Alive! Maryland has launched the MADAP Resources Page 
designed for clients, case managers, healthcare providers, and 
other stakeholders to do the following:

❑ Become familiar with MADAP basics

❑ Access resources and updates on the program, including FAQs, 
glossary, MADAP operations updates, and more

❑ Submit questions to the experts at Alive! Maryland
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Target ACE TA Center
Access, Care, and Engagement (ACE) TA Center

❑ Source of HRSA’s RWHAP training and technical assistance, organized by topic area: 
https://targethiv.org/

❑ Gives you a library of Tools and Resources including an overview of Health Care Basics 
and other archived webinars on health care, organized by coverage type:
▪ Marketplace
▪ Medicare
▪ Medicaid
 
https://targethiv.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/2022-09/NewStaffWebinar
Pt1_508.pdf

❑ Furnishes Policy Blogs to read and stay up-to-date on health care policy news
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Questions and Answers
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MADAP
1223 W. Pratt Street
Baltimore, MD 21223

Telephone Lines:
Local: 410-767-6535; 

Toll Free:1-800-205-6308

Fax Lines: 
410-333-2608,
410-244-8617

Office hours:
8:30 AM to 4:30PM, Mon-Fri

Pharmacy Help Line:
1-800-932-3918

Email and Website Addresses:
MADAP applications and forms:
client.services@maryland.gov

Insurance invoices and bills:
mdh.csopen_enrollment@maryland.go

vWebsite for MADAP Forms:
https://health.maryland.gov/phpa/OIDPCS/Pages/MADAP.aspx

mailto:client.services@maryland.gov
mailto:client.services@maryland.gov
mailto:client.services@maryland.gov
https://health.maryland.gov/phpa/OIDPCS/Pages/MADAP.aspx


Questions and Answers
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:51030
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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https://phpa.health.Maryland.gov 

https://phpa.health.maryland.gov/

